Presentations That Provide Results
Designed For Results; Designed For YOU
Heroes: Finding The Hero In You
A riveting presentation that can be used as a keynote or closing presentation. Examines the role of heroes in our lives,
and how we become heroes to others. This presentation helps people see their importance to their business, customers,
family, and all people whose paths they cross. Audiences don't forget Mike's closing call to action. This presentation will
stay with them forever!

Tradition
Examines Tradition’s role in enhancing organizational culture, and the development of a personal tradition that benefits
the individual as well as the group. You will see how your traditions, past, present, and future, guide your organization’s
development, and help set the standards of excellence that will set your course for the future.

The Quantum Business Breakthrough: The Collision of Purpose, Brand, And Markets
All businesses want and need to grow, but sometimes create self-limiting belief systems. This is also true for the
members of a group. This presentation will help the members of your organization expand their beliefs of what is truly
possible, and build strategies that will result in exponential individual and corporate growth. Consists of presentation
or presentation plus workshops.

Endless Business: Make It Easy For Your Customers To Promote Your Business.
Strategies, Techniques, and Processes designed to build a referral-based marketing program. Nothing should be left to
chance when it comes to the experience a firm creates for its clientele. From the boardroom to the lobby, everything
matters. Consists of presentation or presentation plus workshops.

Creating A ‘Designer’ Business: Capitalizing On What Your
Markets Want and Your Unique Ability To Deliver It To Them
What really makes your business unique? What do you do that cannot be duplicated? A business planning
presentation that stresses the indispensable need to tailor your business plan to your organization’s unique position in
the marketplace. A model customized to your organization. This model is integrated with an individual template for the
members of your organization. Consists of presentation or presentation plus workshop on C*C / Consulting &
Coaching Services.SM

Presentations are tailored and customized to your organization.
The objective of ALL presentations is to fulfill YOUR objectives.
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